-Catalog of demonstration maneuvers to test flying qualities and agility metrics
• Metrics can also be described as either transient or functional 
LINEAR ERROR THEORY nonlinearity index
• The severity of the nonlinearity of the system can be measured by the use of a nonlinearity index
Norm of the variation of the Jacobian of the varied system from the Jacobian of the nominal system divided by the norm of the Jacobian of the nominal system Value ranges from 0 for a linear system to values over 1 for a highly nonlinear system Dynamic nonlinearity index defined by • Calculate Jacobians of parameterized metric with respect to identified parameters from step 2 • Calculate nonlinearity index for initial condition errors and parametric uncertainties for metric SELECTED AGILITY METRICS Beck Metrics -Expressed using Frenet coordinate system -Beck maneuver performance metrics measure the steady capability of the aircraft, or first-order maneuver capability -Beck agility metrics measure the capability to transition between states, or the second-order maneuver capabilitŷ
SELECTED AGILITY METRICS -Beck Metric Calculation Using Coordinate Transformation Method
Rotation from body-axes to Frenet-axes using stability and wind axes as intermediate axes
-Beck parameters expressed in terms of body-axis angular rates and rotation angles -Difficulties with formulation Singularities can occur due to calculation of τ and ω, and their derivatives Controls do not appear in expressions 
-Full nonlinear equations were used to calculate Beck metrics -Linearized equations were used to evaluate Jacobians of Beck parameters Torsional maneuver performance metric is strongly nonlinear to initial condition errors and parametric uncertainties Torsional agility metric is strongly nonlinear to initial condition errors and parametric uncertainties
ROLL METRIC RESULTS

Nonlinearity Index
Metric is weakly nonlinear after 1 sec to initial condition errors and parametric uncertainties Index jumps at 1 sec as aileron input is commanded Index increases after aileron input as difference in the linear terms from the nominal case increases 
SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
• CONCLUSIONS LONGITUDINAL AXIS: use Beck curvature metrics -Beck axial maneuver performance metric is linear , or at worst strongly nonlinear, to initial condition errors and parametric uncertainties -Beck axial agility metric is linear, or at worst strongly nonlinear, to initial condition errors and parametric uncertainties LATERAL AXIS: use Cartesian-axis metric AXIAL AXIS: use Beck axial metrics -Beck axial maneuver performance metric is linear to initial condition errors and parametric uncertainties -Beck axial agility metric is linear, or at worst weakly nonlinear, to initial condition errors and parametric uncertainties FUNCTIONAL METRICS: use either Cartesian or Beck metric Method of using linear error theory to evaluate the sensitivity of agility metrics to initial condition errors, parametric uncertainties, and coordinate system type has been shown to be reliable
